
Melena Jimenez Jose Luis, 11: 18 AM 9/13/99 +0200, Re: your mail 

Date: Mon, 13 Sep 1999 11: 18:07 +0200 (METDST) 
From: Melena Jimenez Jose Luis <ecpmejij@vc.ehu.es> 
To: emmett Bennett <ebennett@facstaff.wisc.edu> 
Subject: Re: your mail 

Dear Emmett, 
I shall do that as soon as possible. At present I am without portable 

and so with difficult access to the net. Anyway, my e-mail program is 
TELNET and gives me no opportunity for using diacritics. I can write 
quite well English, but no French accents nor Spanish letters. 

All the best. Jose. 

On Sun, 12 Sep 
1999, emmett Bennett wrote: 

>Dear Jose, 
>Yesterday morning, after three weeks or a month of trying to get this 
> accursed Eudora to work on my machine, and to learn how to use it (without 
>and written instructions) without warning, it did start working, and I 
> received some messages, and mirabile dictu did send some. 
> So I will send you one too. Among the things which went into the machine 
>with WiscWorld (the server, I guess), and the instructions for Eudora, was 
>a little item called MIME. Aha! It was on the CDROM as an optional 
>enhancement. I saw that was likely to be wanted, so I had it copied onto my 
> machine. Now, just how MIMECAL it is I do not know. I trust that it will 
> work for both incoming and outgoing messages. So here's my scheme. 
> Would you please send me a message, which includes a suitable variety of 
>the things, like diacritics, that might be useful, and then I can see how 
> it looks on the screen, and maybe even how it looks if I print it out. And 
>at the same time, could YOU print out a copy of what you are sending, so 
> that I can check up on how well my machine, and its mechanisms are working. 
> For the rest, best wishes! Emmett 
> 

. Printed for emmett Bennett <ebennett@facstaff.wisc.edu> 
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